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Bandag BDR-WXT

Tyre size*

 * Contact your Bandag dealer for other sizes.

The Bandag BDR-WXT’s advanced tread 
design is especially adapted to challenging 
wet and winter conditions. Delivering 
superb traction for reliable braking and 
acceleration on wet, icy and snow-covered 
roads. Its unidirectional pattern, for instance, 
is engineered for responsive wet-weather 
handling while Bridgestone’s patented snow 
pillar technology boosts snow retention 
and grip on snow and ice. And since it is 
adapted to the varying conditions of lumber 
operations, you can also count on optimal 
mileage performance! With integrated tie bars 
that deliver high block stiffness and cut down 
on both irregular wear and the need to rotate 
tyres. Helping you get even more out of your 
valuable casings and your business. 

The Bandag BDR-WXT tread’s M+S and Alpine 
markings also guarantee full compliance 
with winter tyre regulations across Europe, 
while ensuring reliable, all-season safety and 
performance in wet and winter conditions. 

As part of Bridgestone’s Total Tyre Life 
concept, the Bandag BDR-WXT winter retread 
extends the service life of your Bridgestone 
and other premium winter tyres. Ensuring safe, 
reliable winter performance while lowering the 
total cost per km of your tyres.  

Total Tyre Life is built around 
Bridgestone’s premium new 
tyres and Bandag retreads,  
the best match to extend tyre 
life and reduce cost per km.

Advanced winter retread 
extending the service life of winter tyres.

Outstanding traction on 
snow and ice for reliable 
winter performance.

Optimal mileage potential 
thanks to advanced compound.

Excellent safety & stability 
featuring innovative Bridgestone 
technologies.

When the weather takes a turn for the 
worse, you need a winter tread with the 
power to drive your business through even 
the most extreme conditions. The Bandag 
BDR-WXT retread was specifically designed 
with the needs of year-round lumber 
operations in mind. Employing state-of-the-
art pattern and compound technologies 
developed by Bridgestone to ensure 
outstanding grip and secure handling 
on ice and snow, together with outstanding 
durability and optimal wear life. So you can 
get more out of your tyres and keep your 
business moving, all year round.
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